
 

Pannon MTBO 

Information 

 

 Organiser:   Tapolcai Honvéd SE 

 Herr Director:  Péter „Puffy” Vajda  

 SI:    Tamás Jankó  

 Office:    Ágnes Vajda-Kovács, Sándor Hidas  

 Courses:  Péter „Puffy” Vajda 

 Controllers:   Ágnes Vajda-Kovács, Zoltán Kiss  
 Start:    Bianka Tamás, László Bunyik  

 

Registration: 

 Friday (20 july): Városlőd Iglauer park (Városlőd Fenyves street 10-11 GPS: 47.139088, 

17.646736) 15:00-21:00 

 Saturday (21 july): Farkasgyepű Nimród restaurant (8582 Farkasgyepű, Petőfi S. street. 45 

GPS:47.204492, 17.627395) 9:00-12:30 

 Sunday (22 july): Németbánya Fő tér (Németbánya Kossuth Lajos street 8581 GPS:47.214787, 

17.647284) 

Information map: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hlHNF2hWDY0TZHecyd6UuTx_TFIyeYcm&usp=sharing  

 

Pannon MTBO Middle  

Saturday 21 July 2018 

Event Centre: Farkasgyepű, Nimród vendéglő (restaurant) 

Location: Farkasgyepű, Nimród vendéglő (restaurant) (8582 Farkasgyepű, Petőfi S. street. 45 

GPS:47.204492, 17.627395) 

 Route: Take Road 83 to Farkasgyepű, the restaurant is in the centre of the village 

 Parking: Please do NOT use the parking lot of the restaurant and do NOT park your car along 

the main road.  Parking is 250m from the restaurant towards the city of Pápa in the 

parking of the pulmonological sanatorium and near the playgrounds.  

 Local map: 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/1/edit?hl=hu&mid=1hlHNF2hWDY0TZHecyd6UuTx_TFIy

eYcm&ll=47.17675986107736%2C17.63710679999997&z=12  

 

Registration: 9:00 – 12:30 in the Event Centre 

First Start: 13:00 

EC - Start: 1000m/30m 

EC – Finish: 0m 

Map: 1:15000/5m A4 sloping north (30o) 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1hlHNF2hWDY0TZHecyd6UuTx_TFIyeYcm&usp=sharing


 

SI: SI AIR+ can be used! Limited number of SIAC cards are available for rent at HUF 600 (EUR 2) / day. 

Please email if you want to rent one. SIAC cards are assigned in the order of emails received. Lost SIAC 

cards cost HUF 20,000 (EUR 65).  

Additional information: 
Please be extra cautious on the busy Road 83 running across the village. Unfortunately, there are is no 

alternative route to the Start. Please consider accompanying children going to the Start. Outside the village 

there is a parallel dirt road on the right side that can be used also for warm up. You have to cross Road 83 

for the last 100m to the Start. Please be extra cautious! 

Catering: There is a restaurant in the Event Centre. The cook is good. The food is tasty. Portions are large. 

Fast food (hamburger) is also available.  

Menu: http://www.nimrod-vendeglo.hu/2017-etlap-nimrod-vendeglo.pdf 

Near the parking area you can find the Boróka buffet with drinks and hamburger on offer.  

Toilets: The toilets of Nimród restaurant can be used, but capacity is limited. The toilets at Boróka 

buffet are available for paying guests for free, and for HUF 100Ft /visit for others! 

Creche: 12:00-19:00 on the playground in Farkasgyepű with qualified teachers. Children left in the creche 

will be labelled with name, parent’s name and contact number. Please indicate at registration if you want to 

use the creche. Please also explain to your kids the rules. The playground is fenced all around. Various other 

activities may also be available. Nappy changes will not be done!!! 

Prize giving: 13:00 Sunday in the Event Centre in Németbánya based on combined results! 

Courses: 

 
Middle 

 
length climb control 

MW11 3,7 100 7 

M14 4,5 130 9 

M15-17 8,8 200 14 

M18-20 11,1 250 17 

M21E 12,7 350 18 

M21A 11,1 250 17 

M21B 9,8 200 15 

M21C 8,8 200 14 

M40 10,3 300 16 

M50 9,8 200 15 

M50B 6,4 110 11 

M60 7,5 180 12 

M70 6,4 110 11 

W14 4,5 130 9 

W15-17 7,5 180 12 

W18-20 8,8 200 14 

W21E 10,3 300 16 

W21A 8,8 200 14 

W21B 6,4 110 11 

W40 7,5 180 12 

W50 6,4 110 11 

W60 6,4 110 11 

OPENL 11,1 250 17 

OPENS 6,4 110 11 

FAMILY 3,7 100 7 

Family & open category free start: 13:30-15:00 

 

http://www.nimrod-vendeglo.hu/2017-etlap-nimrod-vendeglo.pdf


 

Pannon Sprint 

21 July 2018 
Registration: 10:00-16:00 

First Start: 16:30 

EC - Start: 1000m/30m 

Map: 1:7500/5m A4 sloping north (20o) 

 

 

Courses: 

  Sprint 

  lenght climb control 

MW11 2,5 90 7 

M14 2,8 100 11 

M15-17 3,7 110 12 

M18-20 4,1 130 15 

M21E 4,4 150 17 

M21A 4,1 130 15 

M21B 3,9 110 12 

M21C 3,7 110 12 

M40 4,2 140 15 

M50 3,9 110 12 

M50B 2,9 100 9 

M60 3,4 90 11 

M70 2,9 100 9 

W14 2,8 100 11 

W15-17 3,4 90 11 

W18-20 3,7 110 12 

W21E 4,2 140 15 

W21A 3,7 110 12 

W21B 2,9 100 9 

W40 3,4 90 11 

W50 2,9 100 9 

W60 2,9 100 9 

OPENL 4,1 130 16 

OPENS 2,9 100 9 

FAMILY 2,5 90 7 

Family & open category free start: 17:00-18:10 

 

 

Pannon MTBO Long with mass start  

22 July 2018 
 

Event Cemtre: Main square in Németbánya (Németbánya Kossuth Lajos street 8581 GPS:47.214787, 

17.647284) 

Route: Leave Road 83 at Bakonyjákó towards Németbánya. There is an additional turn at the school in the 

village. Please not that only cars with the parking ticket issue by Pannon MTBO will be allowed to enter the 

village. All other traffic will be diverted on the edge of the village due to another major event.  



 

Parking: Football pitch in Németbánya! It can be reached across the village centre and continue to the right. 

This will be also the area for the mass start. Finish is in the village centre. Do not park along the road! It will 

be used by the mass start and the approach to the Finish.  

 

Registration: 8 00 – 9:30 for the ones who did not register the day before 

First start: 10:00 

EC – Start: 300m 

Parking – Start : 0m 

EC – Finish: 0m 

Map: 1:15000/5m A3 (M21E change map (2map in start) 

 

Mass start: Line up near the parking area. There will be several waves with 10 minute separation.  

Please take your allocated position by the start number not later than 5 minutes before your start time. Maps 

can be looked at 15 sec before start. Start on a whistle signal.  

 

SI: SI AIR+ can be used! Limited number of SIAC cards are available for rent at HUF 600 (EUR 2) / day. 

Please email if you want to rent one. SIAC cards are assigned in the order of emails received. Lost SIAC 

cards cost HUF 20,000 (EUR 65).  

Prize giving: 13:00 Sunday in the Event Centre in Németbánya based on combined results! 

 

Catering: There will be a buffet in the Event Centre. There will be additional offers as part of the “Dino 

days” with many additional visitors. The buffet will offer game stew with potatoes and sandwiches. 

 Toilets: The toilets of the village centre on the main square can be used for HUF 100Ft /visit! 
Creche: 9:30-13:30 on the playground in Németbánya, 50m from the EC, with qualified teachers. Children 

left in the creche will be labelled with name, parent’s name and contact number. Please indicate at 

registration if you want to use the creche. Please also explain to your kids the rules. The playground is 

fenced all around. Various other activities may also be available. Nappy changes will not be done!!! 

 

Refreshment: the courses will use butterfly combination. Refreshment control will be located in the 

centre of the butterfly. Water and maybe isotonic drink (High5) will be available. Personal 

refreshment can be sent to this control. Please deposit your bottles before 9:15 in the refreshment box 

in the Event Centre with a label. The bottles from this control will be returned after 13:30, but after 

the last finisher it may be possible to collect the bottles in the forest (5km, 100m), if permission 

received from Herr Director.  Courses will pass the refreshment control 3 or 4 times. Competitors 

who receive multiple maps may drop their completed maps at the refreshment control. These maps 

will be transported back to the EC after 13:30. 

 Family, WM11: no butterflies, no refreshment control 

 M14, W14: no butterflies, 1 refreshment control 

 M50B, M70: 2 butterflies, 3 refreshment controls 

 Other classes: 3 butterflies, 4 refreshment controls 

In the class M21E there is a map change after the 1st or 2nd butterfly, at the refreshment control.  Both maps 

are handed over at the start. 

 

 



 

Courses: 

  Long with mass start 

  Length climb control 

MW11 4,6 100 6 

M14 7,2 175 7 

M15-17 17,8 300 17 

M18-20 17,8 300 17 

M21E 26,5 650 25 

M21A 23,1 550 20 

M21B 18,8 400 20 

M21C 17,8 300 17 

M40 23,1 550 20 

M50 18,1 350 18 

M50B 13,5 200 12 

M60 16,6 400 16 

M70 13,5 200 12 

W14 7,2 175 7 

W15-17 15,1 250 15 

W18-20 18,1 350 18 

W21E 23,1 550 20 

W21A 18,1 350 18 

W21B 15,1 250 15 

W40 16,6 400 16 

W50 15,1 250 15 

W60 13,5 200 13 

OPENL 18,1 350 18 

OPENS 7,2 175 7 

FAMILY 4,6 100 6 

 

Family & open category free start: 10:45-11:30 

Finish: 

Last control – Finish: 400m!!! 

The Finish line is the line between the two finish flags, the finish station will be 5-10 m after the finish line. 

The final result is determined by the order of the athletes crossing the Finish line. 

 

 

Accommodation 
 Bungalows & Chalets: Iglauer Park Városlőd (Városlőd, Fenyves street 10-11. 

 GPS: 47.139088, 17.646736)  

Accommodation organiser: Sándor Hidas 

 Tents & Gym hall: Városlőd elementary School NÉMET NEMZETISÉGI ÁLTALÁNOS ISKOLA, 

(8445 Városlőd, Kossuth utca 58. GPS: 47.144013, 17.650571) 

Accommodation organiser: Katalin Lendvai 

 



 

General information for all 3 competitions. 
 

 Helmets are compulsory 

 Traffic rules must be observed. Keep to the right while riding. 

 NO OFF-TRACK riding. The area is under strict nature protection. Only exception are the 

fields mapped as dark yellow. (but that gives no advantage in most cases) 

 Strictly forbidden to ride on Road 83, except for going to the Start on Saturday. 

 No in-ear devices (phone, mp3 player, etc) are allowed that may limit hearing.  

 Parking:  

In Farkasgyepű 250m from the EC towards the city of Pápa on Road 83 in the parking of the 

pulmonological sanatorium and near the playgrounds.  

 In Németbánya near the football ground, signed from the centre of the village. 

 Toilets: 

Saturday: 

Nimród restaurant 

Boróka buffet HUF 100Ft per occasion 

Sunday: 
Village hall in Németbánya  

Please take care of the places. Do not bring in mud on shoes! 

 Strictly forbidden to wash bicycles in the washrooms. It is forbidden to take bikes into the 

buildings. Competitors violating this rule will be disqualified and made responsible to clean up 

the mess, as well as have a personal discussion with the owners about the damages caused. 

 Bike cleaning: no hose cleaning is available. Buckets and brushes will be provided.  

In Farkasgyepű there is a public well across from the restaurant. Please dispose grey water on 

the grass or in the canalisation.  

In Németbánya water is available from the stream. Grey water shall be disposed under the 

trees and flowers. No chemicals are allowed due to nature protection. 

 Readout in the EC. Please proceed there with no delay after finishing.  

 Maps will be collected until the last start in Sprint. Maps can be kept and maps of middle will 

be given back after that.  

 Refreshment: Refreshment will be served in the Finish! Water, and probably isotonic drink (High5) 

 Start bibs are compulsory. No start bib – no map on mass start. 

 Everybody starts at their own risk. No responsibilities accepted by the organiser 

for possible accidents or damage. Competitors responsible for damage caused.  

This responsibility is considered to be accepted by the entry and registration to 

the event!!!!  

 No on-site medical help during the competition. Ambulance service is called when 

necessary.  

 GPS devices are not allowed for navigation. (Only GPS devices with no map 

screen can be used) 

 The area is rich in wild life. Wild boar, deer, wererabbit, in short: everything. 

Please try to avoid them for mutual benefit of staying uninjured!  
 

A few words about the map: 

The original MTBO map was surveyed in April-August 2008 based on a foot-o map thanks to Péter Molnár. 

The map was completely resurveyed in May-July 2018.  

In parts of the map the roads are very fast, based on hard soil, not sensitive to rain. At places it is stony. In 

other parts recent rains resulted in dense undervegetation and swampy areas. Mud is not typical, but in case 

of sudden rain Parts of the terrain is actively worked by the forestry. Heavy machinery cuts horrible tracks 

every day, sometimes every hour. These were continuously re-mapped as much as possible, but new ones 

may appear at any moment. Courses will avoid these areas as much as possible, but it is mission impossible. 



 

Other parts of the forest are under strict protection. Off-track riding is therefore strictly forbidden during the 

competition. The terrain is also actively used for hunting with mobile shooting platforms that may change 

location, including one that was set up in the middle of a road.  

 

Intense spring rains resulted in dense undervegetation. Storms resulted in many fallen branches. The roads 

most affected by stinging nettle are shown as dotted with green stripes over them. Green stripes over roads 

mean man eating nettles with no exception.  

The area also features a healthy population of ticks. Please check yourself after the competitions! 

 

Special map symbols: 

 Straight cut overgrown 

 Track with nettles 

 

Forest straight cut clean  

 

 Strong undervegetation in clear forest 

 

 

Have a great competition! 

 

 

 


